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multiple nucleation processes under galvanostatic
stimuli†
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Chronoamperometry was used to investigate phase transformations at the early stage of electrodeposition

under potentiostatic stimuli. Whilst electrodeposition mostly occurs under galvanostatic stimuli, this work

provides a new in situ description using chronopotentiometry to analyse phase transformations during

electrodeposition. With theoretical Ohm's law electro-relationship formula derivation, a non-dimensional

plot between (DEmin/DET)
2 and t/tm was established similar to (It/Imax)

2 vs. t/tm in the SH model. The non-

dimensional plots were verified by the chronopotentiometry curve during gold electrodeposition. This

work provides a new method of investigating phase transformation using chronopotentiometry during

electrodeposition.
Introduction

Electrochemical phase transformations have attracted much
attention at the early electrodepositing stage in research.1,2 Most
reports have revealed that phase transformations usually occur
with three-dimensional nucleation processes.3,4 In many cases of
electrodeposition, the charge-transfer step is controlled by mass-
transfer of electrodepositing ions to the growing centres.3 Obvi-
ously, the rate of phase transformation and the number of nuclei
formed depend on the stimulant signal, potentiostatic or galva-
nostatic stimuli. Therefore, the exact relationship between the
stimulant signal and the kinetics of the nucleation process should
be established.

Early studies describing the growth of nuclei assumed that the
transfer of ions to individual nuclei was through two-
dimensional growth similar to the Ag deposition process.5–7

Considering the small size of nuclei, the growth of nuclei would
be better described as three-dimensional growth. Three-
dimensional cone type growth was assumed at an early stage by
Armstrong.8 Then, different three-dimensional shape growth
processes were studied by Bosco and Rangarajan.9,10 Finally,
three-dimensional hemispherical growth was veried as the
closest to reality, and a localised spherical diffusion process was
assumed.11 This description of three-dimensional hemispherical
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growth was subsequently veried by computer simulation.12 The
growth current of single nuclei growth was also conrmed.13,14

Based on previous studies, a three-dimensional hemi-
spherical innite diffusion mass transfer electro-crystallisation
model was established by Hills and Scharier,4,15,16 called the
SH model. The expressions between transient current I and
electrodeposition time t under instantaneous nucleation and
progressive nucleation are calculated as eqn (1) and (2).

For instantaneous nucleation:

I ¼ zFcD1/2/(pt)1/2(1 � exp(�NpkDt)), (1)

For progressive nucleation:

I ¼ zFcD1/2/(pt)1/2(1 � exp(�ANmpKDt2/2)), (2)

where D is the diffusion coefficient, c is the bulk concentration,
zF is the molar charge of the electrodepositing species, N is the
number of centres instantaneously nucleated per unit area at t
¼ 0 and k and K are the numerical condition constants of the

experiment, which are k ¼ (8pcM/r)1/2 and K ¼ 4
3
ð8pcM=rÞ1=2;

respectively. For progressive nucleation N(t) ¼ ANmt, where A is
the nucleation rate per active site. M and r are the molecular
weight and density of the deposited material, respectively.

Group non-dimensional plots for instantaneous nucleation
and progressive nucleation were calculated as eqn (3) and (4),
respectively.

Instantaneous nucleation:
�

It

Imax

�2

¼ 1:9542

t=tm
f1� exp½ �1:2564ðt=tmÞ�g2; (3)

Progressive nucleation:
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Fig. 1 Schematic illustration and equivalent circuit during electrode-
position nucleation at the early stage as controlled by diffusion; (a) no
extra stimuli; (b) double-layer charging; (c) nucleation and growth; (d)
diffusion-controlled process and diffusion region overlap; (e) double-
layer charging equivalent circuit; (f) nucleation and growth equivalent
circuit; (g) diffusion-controlled process equivalent circuit.
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Imax

�2

¼ 1:2254

t=tm

n
1� exp

h
�2:3367ðt=tmÞ2

io2

; (4)

where Imax and tm are the respective current maxima and the
corresponding time for instantaneous and progressive
nucleation.

The non-dimensional plots under potentiostatic stimuli have
been widely researched and applied in metal electrodepositing
nucleation.17–20 Many studies used non-dimensional plots to
analyse the nucleation process under galvanostatic stimuli, such
as Au,21,22 Ag,23 Cu,24 Sn,25 Zn-Ni26 and Sn–Co alloy.27 With the
wide use of the SH model, further amendments were introduced
for this model. Scharifer28 amended the equation using extra
electrochemical reaction. Mostany J.29 amended the equation
using a variable nuclei quantity, named as ‘a’. Heerman L.30

introduced the Dawson integral to amend the SH model using
parameter ‘F’. Altimari P.31 proposed a mixed kinetic-diffusion
control model to describe electrodeposition.

In our early work, we established a limited-diffusion theory
model based on a single hemispherical nucleation process re-
ported in the SH model and Brownian motion explained by
D'Ajello P. C. T. and Munford M. L.32 The limited-diffusion
theory model provides a detailed description of multiple
nucleation processes during electrodeposition. The model has
reproduced the potentiostatic current transient curves obtained
from gold electrodeposition.33

Only a few studies have mentioned the nucleation process
under galvanostatic stimuli.34 However, electrodeposition
mostly occurs in galvanostatic conditions.35–37 Thus, expres-
sions resulting under galvanostatic stimuli are useful for
revealing actual electrodeposition phase transformations. They
can analyse the nucleation process from electrodeposition
under galvanostatic conditions directly, and another potentio-
static stimuli process is not necessary. Furthermore, in situ
measurement can be achieved during galvanostatic stimuli
electrodeposition.

We aimed to provide further insights into the nucleation
process under galvanostatic stimuli to reveal electrochemical
phase transformations during the early stages of electrodepo-
sition. This work is based on the experimental data analysed by
ohmic law during gold electrodeposition.
Specications of the electrodeposition process

Three-dimensional nucleation controlled by diffusion generally
involves several stages, either under potentiostatic or galvano-
static conditions. The schematic illustrations of the successive
steps involved in electrodeposition3,4 are shown in Fig. 1(a)–(d).
The equivalent circuit between the cathode surface and refer-
ence electrode changed with the discharge steps as shown in
Fig. 1(e)–(g).

With no extra-stimuli, the ion distribution is relatively
random, as shown in Fig. 1(a). At the beginning of an extra-
potential or extra-current stimulus, a crucial charging step for
the electric double-layer capacitor occurred, and the distribu-
tion of ions became regular, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The equiv-
alent circuit of this process was a resistor and a capacitor in
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
series (RC), as shown in Fig. 1(e). As the electric double-layer
capacitor charging proceeded, the overpotential of the double-
layer was enough to motivate the ion discharge reaction.
Then, ions diffused to the active point and discharged at the
cathode surface. Nucleation and growth occurred at the same
time, as shown in the schematic illustration in Fig. 1(c). The
equivalent circuit of this process was two resistors and
a capacitor in series (R(RC)), as shown in Fig. 1(f). During the
nucleation and growth of deposits, the diffusion zones around
the centre cannot provide enough ions to discharge, and the
electrodeposition rate slows down with a diffusion-controlled
process. The equivalent circuit contained two resistors,
a capacitor and an inductance caused by diffusion, ‘W’, in series
(R(C(RW))), as shown in Fig. 1(g). In this process, the diffusion
region around each active point expanded, and an overlap
region appeared, as shown in Fig. 1(d).

The abovementioned electrodeposition process is recog-
nised widely. It is also the basis of electrodeposition research.
The present work is also based on the above process and
equivalent circuit. We aimed to provide further insight into the
nucleation process under galvanostatic stimuli during early
electrodeposition stages and calculate the potential transition
function under galvanostatic stimuli.
Comparison of chronoamperometry and
chronopotentiometry of gold electrodeposition using the SH
model

The chronoamperometry curve of gold electrodeposition is
shown in Fig. 2(a). The chronoamperometry curve can be
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 31526–31532 | 31527
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explained as before. At the beginning, there is charging current,
which decays when charging is completed, as shown in the (AB)
range. Then, electrodeposition nucleation occurred at point B.
During nucleation, the electrodepositing current increases as
the nuclei increase, either in terms of size or number, as pre-
sented in the (BC) range. During this stage of growth of the
deposit, the mass transfer diffusion zone around each nucleus
continuously extends. As the diffusion zone of a single nucleus
expands, the hemispherical mass transfer diffusion zones of
neighbouring nuclei overlap, and the diffusion zone transfers
from hemispherical to cylindroid on the planar electrode, as
shown in Fig. S1.† Then, the electrodeposition current falls, as
planar innite diffusion on the electrode surface extends to the
depth of the solution gradually, shown as the (CD) range.

A similar changing rule was also found in the chro-
nopotentiometry curve during gold electrodeposition, as shown
in Fig. 2(b).

At the beginning, a double electrode layer charging process
was observed. With double electrode layer charging, the elec-
trode potential became more negative, and the electrode's
overpotential increased with double layer charging, as shown in
the (ab) range. When the overpotential value was sufficient for
ion discharge, electrodeposition was activated, and nucleation
occurred immediately. Along with nucleation and nuclear
growth, the electroactive area on the electrode increased, and
the impedance of the whole circuit decreased. Under constant
current, the chronopotentiometry curve showed a downward
trend, as revealed in the (bc) range. With the growth of each
Fig. 2 Classical i–t and E–t curves during gold electrodeposition; (a)
i–t curves; (b) E–t curves.
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nucleus, the diffusion zones around the nuclei centres cannot
provide enough ions to discharge, and the electrodeposition
rate slowed down. The extra current was used to charge the
double-layer capacitor. The overpotential then increased corre-
sponding to double-layer charging,24 as shown in the (cd) range,
due to overlapping of the mass transfer diffusion zones.

In summary, either the i–t curve under potentiostatic stimuli
or E–t curve under galvanostatic stimuli reected the same
cathodic process. They also obeyed the equivalent circuit
change, as shown in Fig. 1(e)–(f). Based on the analysis above,
both the i–t curve and E–t curve can reect the true electrode-
position process. Electrodeposition mostly occurred under the
galvanostatic condition. Thus, developing non-dimensional
plots from potentiostatic to galvanostatic is ideal and crucial
to electrodeposition research. Next, we will prove that galva-
nostatic stimuli can be used to reveal that the nucleation
process is viable.

The curve change analysis indicates that the i–t curve under
potentiostatic stimuli and E–t curve under galvanostatic stimuli
have opposite trends. For the same electrodeposition process,
the increasing stage of the current curve corresponds to the
decreasing stage of the potential curve. This phenomenon is in
accordance with Ohm's law. The changes in current and voltage
in the double electric layer on the cathode surface obey Ohm's
law, indicating that the equivalent circuit can be used to analyse
the correlation changes of the current and voltage during
electrodeposition.

Before the analysis, we assumed that the impedance changes
between the two electric layers were consistent in the electro-
deposition process, either the i–t curve under potentiostatic
stimuli or E–t curve under galvanostatic stimuli, according to
the experimental process. The experimental tests reect the
same electrodeposition process.

On the theoretical side, the core of this study is the electro-
chemical phase transformations controlled by diffusion. In the
diffusion-controlled electrodeposition, the whole electro-
chemical reaction is driven by the ion mass transformation
instead of the electrochemical polarization. Thus, as reported
by the SH model,4 the reaction rate and the impedance values
depend strongly on the ion mass transfer, but the effect of
external polarization was not usually considered. Impedance, as
a physical quantity representing the resistance of the circuit to
the current, is determined by mass transfer of charged ions and
the degree of discharge in the diffusion-controlled electrode-
position. Consequently, it is reasonable to assume that the
electrochemical phase transformations and the impedance are
independent of potential or current stimuli in the diffusion-
controlled electrodeposition.

On the experimental side, Zhang Jie et al. presented
a nucleation process of copper electrodeposition at varying
potentials experimentally. Close scrutiny of their results
revealed that the characteristics of continuous and instanta-
neous nucleation would not be obviously affected by the
potential stimuli.24 That is, the type of nucleation is determined
by the bulk electrodeposition process; the experimental results
are shown in Fig. S2.† In addition, the chronopotential curves
for gold electrodeposition were plotted here (for details, see
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. S3†). These curves clearly revealed that the nucleation
process of electrodeposition under different current or potential
stimuli should be equivalent. At the same time, the trends of the
i–t and E–t curves (shown in Fig. 2) also indicate that the
impedance transformation inuenced by the current is equal to
the one caused by the potential stimuli. It should be noted that
the uniform impedance transformation of the potential and
current stimuli mentioned above has not been reported before
to our best knowledge. Based on the analysis above, it is
reasonable to assume that the impedance changes between the
two electric layers are consistent in the electrodeposition
process.

As such, the existing current transition formula and Ohm's
law can be used to calculate the potential transition curve
expression from potentiostatic mode. Next, we performed
calculations based on the equation of current transformation
obtained in the most typical SH model, as shown in eqn (3) and
(4).

For a certain electrodeposition process under potentiostatic
excitation, there is a corresponding galvanostatic excitation,
which can produce the same electrodeposition process. We
assumed that a corresponding i0 can produce the same cathode
deposition process with E0.

The electrodeposition process shows the same impedance
under either potentiostatic excitation or galvanostatic excita-
tion. Thus, the impedance of the cathode deposition is equal at
i0 and E0 stimuli. Thus, we can obtain the equation as follows:

The impedance under potentiostatic excitation is:

Impedence ¼ E0/It (5)

The impedance under galvanostatic excitation is:

Impedence ¼ DET/I0, (6)

where DE0 and It are the overpotential value and transient
current under potentiostatic excitation and DET and I0 are the
transient overpotential value and current under galvanostatic
excitation, respectively. DET and DE0 are the potential values
versus the electrode's steady potential.

Considering the same cathode deposition process, the
impedance should be equal under galvanostatic excitation i0
and potentiostatic excitation E0, respectively.

Thus, the relationship is indicated by eqn (7).

DE0

It
¼ DET

I0
(7)

Eqn (7) can be transformed to eqn (8) and (9).

It ¼ DE0 � I0/DET (8)

DET ¼ DE0

It � I0
(9)

As previously indicated,4 the current expression is presented
as eqn (10).
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
It ¼ zFD1=2cq

p1=2t1=2
; (10)

where D is the diffusion coefficient, c is the bulk concentration,
zF is the molar charge of the electrodepositing species and q is
the actual fraction of mass transfer diffusion area covered
considering the overlap. Combining eqn (8) and (10)), the
following relationship can be obtained, as shown in eqn (11).

DE0 � I0

DET

¼ It ¼ zFD1=2cq

p1=2t1=2
(11)

From previous analysis,4 there was a maximum value of
nucleation current under potentiostatic stimuli. Analysis of the
chronoamperometry and chronopotentiometry curves indicates
a minimum value of nucleation overpotential under galvano-
static stimuli. Meanwhile, the maximum and minimum values
are respectively observed from the E–t and i–t curves in Fig. 2.
Thus, the non-dimensional plots can be transmitted into eqn
(12).

�
It

Imax

�2

¼ ðDE0 � I0=DETÞ2
ðDE0 � I0=DEminÞ2

¼
�
DEmin

DET

�2

(12)

Thus,
�
DEmin

DET

�2

shows the same trend as
�

It
Imax

�2

.

The quantitative characterization of the potential drop
across the double layer in diffusion-controlled electrodeposi-
tion has not been reported before to our best knowledge. The
correlation between ion transport and the current trans-
formation has been reported previously, as summarized in
Table S1.† As shown in Table S1,† it is clear that during
diffusion-controlled electrodeposition, ion mass transfer has
been widely used to calculate the current transformation.
According to eqn (12), it enables us to reveal the role of potential
transformation based on the current transformation results.
Note that this is a new viewpoint and has not been reported
before.

For instantaneous nucleation, N is the number of centres
instantaneously nucleated per unit area at t ¼ 0, and for
progressive nucleation, the number of centres nucleated per
unit area at t, N(t) ¼ ANmt, where A is the nucleation rate per
active site in eqn (1) and (2). Indeed, the values of these
parameters were different at varying stimuli conditions. For
example, the N values changed with varying potential (all raw
data are given in Table S2†). Because the N value changed with
varying potential E or current I, the quality of the electro-
deposited lm can be adjusted by changing E or I.

However, the data calculated in eqn (3) and (4) obtained by
solving the function are not closely related to the change of A, N
and Nm values. The systematic calculation has been explained
in ESI† part 1. Though the parameter values change at varying
stimuli conditions, it is noteworthy that the nuclear species
remain unchanged regardless of instantaneous or progressive
nucleation.

Based on the calculation, a group of non-dimensional
expressions can be obtained for instantaneous and
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 31526–31532 | 31529
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progressive nucleation under galvanostatic conditions from eqn
(3) and (4).

For instantaneous nucleation:
�
DEmin

DET

�2

¼
�

It

Imax

�2

¼ 1:9542

t=tm
f1� exp½ �1:2564ðt=tmÞ�g2;

(13)

For progressive nucleation:
�
DEmin

DET

�2

¼
�

It

Imax

�2

¼ 1:2254

t=tm

n
1� exp

h
�2:3367ðt=tmÞ2

io2

;

(14)

where DEmin corresponds to the minimum polarisation value
and can be calculated by equating the derivative of the E–t curve
to zero. With the above changes, the time tm will be changed
from the original tm corresponding to the maximum current to
the time tm corresponding to the minimum polarisation
value.

For each electrodeposition, ion mass transfer and the
impedance usually keep constant. Based on the analysis above,
it is easy to nd that the time (tm) of maximum current (Imax), as
well as the time(tm) of minimum potential (DEmin) under
potentiostatic stimuli is a critical state of the single nuclear
diffusion region for mass-transfer. The critical state is the
emergence of overlap (as shown in Fig. S1†). Comparing the
impedance before and aer the emergence of overlap, it is easy
to nd that the impedance gradually decreases, then increases
and nally levels off. Intrinsically, the two extreme values—Imax

and DEmin—are considered to be equal to the impedance of
a minimum (or the emergence of overlap) in the diffusion-
controlled electrodeposition. In other words, the actual time
that two extreme values appear is the moment that the overlap
emerges. In addition, according to Faraday's law, eqn (5) and (6)
showed that E was inversely proportional to I. Thus, for
a maximum (Imax) under potentiostatic stimuli, there will be
a minimum (DEmin) under galvanostatic stimuli.

As such, this work proved and provided non-dimensional
expressions for instantaneous and progressive nucleation
under galvanostatic stimuli. Eqn (13) and (14) are similar to the
non-dimensional expressions under potentiostatic conditions
in the SH model; however, the electrodepositing nucleation
under galvanostatic conditions should be investigated directly.
Eqn (13) and (14) can provide in situ testing for the widely used
galvanostatic electrodeposition process.

The non-dimensional expressions eqn (13) and (14) for
instantaneous and progressive nucleation under galvanostatic
stimuli were validated using chronoamperometry and chro-
nopotentiometry curves during gold electrodeposition on a Cu
substrate. The detailed experimental test process was similar to
a previous work,33 as explained in ESI† part 2.

The chronopotentiometry curves at various current stimuli
are shown in Fig. 3. These two curves reect that a charging
process is present at the beginning. The overpotential increased
as charging proceeded. When the overpotential value was
sufficient for gold ion discharge, an electrodeposition stage
31530 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 31526–31532
occurred. During nucleation and growth, the succeeding curve
shows an upswing trend, reecting the decrease in impedance
and overpotential, with the electrodeposition area expanding,
either in terms of size or number. With the growth of nuclei, the
diffusion zones around each nucleus cannot provide enough
ions for discharge. Therefore, the electrodeposition rate slowed
down, and the extra current will be used to charge the double-
layer capacitor. The overpotential then increased correspond-
ing to linear diffusion. This process is the same as that
described in Fig. 2(a) and (b), before.

Thus, eqn (13) and (14) were used to analyse the chro-
nopotentiometry curves (Fig. 3). The non-dimensional expres-
sions of the SH model4 are also employed to analyse the current
transients measured in comparison. The nucleation mecha-
nism models proposed by Scharier and Hills (SH model) are
famous and widely used in many reported theoretical models of
nucleation mechanisms.

Chronopotentiometry curves were transformed into non-
dimensional plots of (Emin/Et)2 versus (t/tm), and the plots were
compared with non-dimensional transient curves and (I/Im)

2

versus (t/tm) curves under potentiostatic conditions (Fig. 4).
The (I/Im)

2 � (t/tm) curve (the curve marked with a black box
in Fig. 4) transformed by the SH model is taken as a reference,
because the model is used as the basis for this study. Note that
the SHmodel is a well-known equation and has been extensively
veried. The (I/Im)

2 � (t/tm) curve shows the role of the instan-
taneous nucleation during gold deposition in DMH-containing
electrolyte. At the same time, careful inspection of Fig. 4 reveals
that the converse E–t curves obtained at 0.0125A cm�2 and
0.025A cm�2 (galvanostatic stimuli) based on the formula
proposed in this paper also show the characteristics of instan-
taneous nuclear growth. The results above led to an interesting
nding that chronoamperometry measurement in the SH
model works equally well for the chronopotentiometry
measurement developed in this paper.

In addition, it is easy to nd that, for 0 < t/tm < 2, three
experimental curves largely follow the theoretical instantaneous
nucleation curve; for t/tm > 2, the trend in the change of the
three experimental curves is quite different from that of the
theoretical instantaneous nucleation curves. It has been re-
ported that extra reaction29 and limited diffusion32 should be
the probable cause for the deviation of the experimental curves
Fig. 3 E–t curves at various current stimuli.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 Experimental analysis using (DEmin/DET)
2 versus t/tm non-

dimensional plots.
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at larger t/tm. Moreover, this nding has been fully discussed in
our previous paper33 in terms of limited-diffusion mass transfer
(for details see ESI† part 3).

Chronopotentiometry and chronoamperometry curves have
the same trend aer transformation. The transformation curve
revealed that gold nucleation in the electrolyte was
instantaneous.

This phenomenon indicates that the potential curve calcu-
lated under galvanostatic conditions can also effectively analyse
the nucleation process of electrodeposition. The test results
were consistent with theoretical analysis and formula deriva-
tion. It also demonstrated that chronopotentiometry curves
from galvanostatic stimuli are an effective method to reveal the
phase transformations in early electroplating stages.
Summary

This work provides a new insight into the early stages of elec-
trodeposition from galvanostatic stimuli rather than the widely
used potentiostatic conditions at present, from theoretical and
experimental aspects. With theoretical Ohm's law electro-
relationship formula derivation, we found a similar relation-
ship between (DEmin/DET)2, (It/Imax)

2 and t/tm. The relationship
between (DEmin/DET)

2 and t/tm provides a direct method of
investigating the nucleation process during galvanostatic elec-
trodeposition. On the basis of the theoretical calculations, gold
electrodeposition was analysed using eqn (13) and (14), and the
SH model eqn (1) and (2) were obtained. An equivalent
conclusion was found between the non-dimensional expres-
sions for instantaneous and progressive nucleation under gal-
vanostatic stimuli as proven in the present work and the SH
model. In summary, this work provides a new, convenient and
direct method of investigating the nucleation process during
electrodeposition.
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